Open internship positions in the IMAGINE Group (spring-summer 2017)

The IMAGINE Group

IMAGINE is a research group at École des Ponts ParisTech (ENPC). It located at Champs-sur-Marne, 25 min from Paris center. It is part of the Gaspard-Monge Computer Science lab (LIGM). IMAGINE is also supported by the French Scientific and Technical Centre for Building (CSTB).

The research domains of IMAGINE are computer vision, machine learning, and optimization. In particular, the IMAGINE group is well known internationally for its work on calibration and multi-view stereovision for 3D reconstruction. This knowledge has been transferred in 2011 to the successful startup company Acute3D, created by former members of the group. IMAGINE also won in 2011 the ProVisG Mars 3D Challenge, aiming at testing and improving the state of the art in visual odometry and 3D terrain reconstruction in planetary exploration. However, the domains of interest of IMAGINE are wider than just 3D geometry. Another common interest in the group include semantic aspects, in particular related to scene understanding tasks, with a strong expertise in deep learning. Members of the group have been holding in 2015 the first position in the PASCAL VOC2012 comp4 object detection leaderboard, and second position in the MS COCO object detection leaderboard in a Facebook team.

Open internship positions (spring-summer 2017)

Below is a list of internships open in the IMAGINE Group in spring-summer 2017. Note that only a subset of these positions will be filled, depending on the profile of applicants.

N° INT17-01: [MSc 2] Large scale Art analysis
N° INT17-02: [MSc 2] 3D reconstruction from historical data
N° INT17-03: [MSc 1-2] Semantic & volumic 3D reconstruction of indoor scenes from range data
N° INT17-04: [MSc 2] Plane detection with complete parameter estimation using Q-intersection
N° INT17-05: [MSc 1-2] Reconstruction of building models with drones
N° INT17-06: [MSc 1-2] Wide-baseline photogrammetric reconstruction of indoor scenes

To apply to one of these internships, please send an email to the contact people mentioned in the internship description, with:

- the number(s) and title(s) of the internship(s) you are interested in,
- your résumé/CV,
- a transcript of your grades/marks for last year and this year (even if incomplete),
- a short statement of your interest and appropriate competence with respect to the proposed subject(s).

Incomplete applications will not be considered.

We also have a number of PhD positions to be filled in 2017, some of which are related to these internships. Making a good internship in the group offers very good chances to obtain a PhD fellowship afterwards.
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N° INT17-01

**Type of Internship**

Research (Master 2\textsuperscript{nd} year)

**Title**

Large scale Art analysis

**Context**

Computer vision recently made huge progress by leveraging large-scale data for image analysis and applications of these ideas to new areas are still open problems. In particular, there are relatively few works applying these ideas to artwork analysis.

**Objectives**

This internship could be oriented in several directions depending on the interests of the student:

- relationship of the novelty and appearance of paintings to market prices. This project could be in collaboration with Christophe Spaenjers at HEC (spaenjers@hec.fr) and would be based on a very large scale dataset of transactions history in art market. The two main challenges will be to define mathematically a good notion of novelty and to learn to establish relationships between appearance and price.

- inter-painting relationships discovery for Art history. Imagine being able to select a painting and automatically see in front of your eyes the painting it has been influenced by, in term of content, painting style or composition, and potentially all the paintings it has influenced.

- style representations. Several important challenges are related to style: learning style invariant representations, learning to evaluate style independently of the content, and transferring style between representations.

**Profile**

Programming experience in C++, Matlab or Python, basic knowledge of computer vision and machine learning. Interest in the subject. Some knowledge or experience with Deep Learning would be a plus.

**References**


**Contact**

Mathieu Aubry (mathieu.aubry@imagine.enpc.fr)

N° INT17-02

**Type of Internship**

Research (Master 2nd year)

**Title**

3D reconstruction from historical data

**Context**

We are now able to perform large scale and high accuracy 3D reconstruction [4]. However, this is only true if a very large quantity of high quality images is available or can be acquired. This is not the case for historical photographs or drawings which depict places that do not exist anymore, or that may have changed over time.

**Objectives**

This internship could be oriented in several directions depending on the interests of the student:

- multi-view 3D reconstruction from historical photographs. The first challenge will be to align depictions with very different styles and then to perform reconstruction using only a few available low quality photographs.

- single-view 3D reconstruction from historical or non realistic depiction. Many cue in an image allow to estimate depth from a single image. In particular one could try to extend the recent learning approaches to depth estimation [3] to historical photographs.

- geo-localization/grouping of historical depictions. The main challenge would be to increase the robustness of existing algorithm for geo-localization to be able to handle historical photograph and possibly non-realistic depictions.

**Profile**

Programming experience in C++, Matlab or Python, basic knowledge of computer vision and machine learning. Interest in the subject.

**References**


[2] Cléry, I. Valorisation géométrique et radiométrique d’un patrimoine de photographies anciennes scanées. IGN.


**Contact**

Mathieu Aubry ([mathieu.aubry@imagine.enpc.fr](mailto:mathieu.aubry@imagine.enpc.fr))

Pascal Monasse ([monasse@imagine.enpc.fr](mailto:monasse@imagine.enpc.fr))

N° INT17-03

Type of Internship
Research (Master 1st and 2nd year)

Title

Semantic & volumic 3D reconstruction of indoor scenes from range data

Context

Due to technology leaps and cost reduction, capturing 3D range data (e.g., using laser scans, photogrammetry or Kinect-like sensors) has become available to a wide class of users, with numerous applications. One of our goals is to develop a method to reconstruct a geometric and semantic representation of scenes acquired with such range sensors, in particular indoor scenes.

Objectives

This goal is very ambitious and cannot be reached with a single internship or even a PhD. We however propose a number of subtasks to work on, possibly leading to several internships:
- adapting [1] from laser scans to Kinect and/or photogrammetric data, which are more noisy, have a different geometry and possibly require the registration/fusion of several acquisitions,
- extending [1] to work on large scenes, using strategies to limit surface extension hypotheses so that reconstruction can be performed on smaller fractions of the data and later merged,
- decomposing the reconstructed volume into a small number of non-intersecting cuboids corresponding for instance to wall portions (extending 2D results such as [5] to 3D), possibly with holes (for door and window openings) and using gravity constraints as well as visual cues,
- inferring semantic label for these cuboids using domain-specific knowledge, possibly learning priors such as adjacency and size constraints from datasets of semantized 3D building models.

There are strong chances that these internship topics will be continued with a PhD thesis.

Profile

C++ proficiency, basic computational geometry skills, computer vision basics. Python is a plus.

References


Contact

Renaud Marlet ([renaud.marlet@enpc.fr](mailto:renaud.marlet@enpc.fr)), Alexandre Boulch ([alexandre.boulch@onera.fr](mailto:alexandre.boulch@onera.fr))

**N° INT17-04**

**Title**

**Plane detection with complete parameter estimation using Q-intersection**

**Context**

Shape detection is a basic task in image processing and there exist randomized algorithms like RANSAC that are able to find, in a 3D point cloud, a plane (or another shape as a sphere or a cylinder) maximizing the number of points (inliers) being at a given distance of it. Some extensions of RANSAC have been built to find several shapes in a greedy manner. We propose to study an alternative innovative technique, based on a complete tree search in the parameter space, to find all the planes having as support a given number of points. Promising preliminary results have been obtained on artificial point clouds, but a validation and generalization of the method on real scenes is still to be done.

**Objectives**

A plane is described by a set of parameters. The complete search builds a search tree in the parameter space, and uses the Q-intersection contractor that contracts a current box in the search tree into a box compatible with at least Q points of the cloud, i.e., these Q points fit the equation of a plane within a given tolerance interval for each parameter.

The first part of the internship will consist of the study of the existing Q-intersection algorithms and the existing parameterizations. The main part of the internship will consist in adapting the method to real scenes, determining the limits of the approach (in percentage of inliers), studying the sensitivity to noise in the image, and precision issues: how to stop the splitting in order not to obtain too many small boxes representing near solutions, and how to regroup solutions containing the same inliers. One will also study how to tune the different parameters of the algorithm (the threshold Q, the tolerance in the equations, the stopping criterion). The implementation will be done in C++, using the Ibex interval solver library.

**Profile**

Knowledge on algorithms, C++ programming, and combinatorial optimization is required. Some knowledge on image and 3D processing is desirable but not mandatory.

**References**


**Contact**

Bertrand Neveu ([bertrand.neveu@enpc.fr](mailto:bertrand.neveu@enpc.fr))
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N° INT17-05

Type of Internship
Research (Master 1st and 2nd year)

Title
Reconstruction of building models with drones

Context
3D models of buildings with semantic information (a.k.a., building information models, BIM) are increasingly used in the construction industry. They are employed not only at the design stage but also during construction on the site as well as to plan renovation works. However, digitizing a whole building or a construction site is long and tedious. Moreover, some places (e.g., roofs, stairways) are difficult to capture with conventional devices such as laser scanners. Using drones to systematically scan or picture a building or site offers a more flexible alternative.

Objectives
Using drones to reconstruct the geometry of a building and assign relevant semantic information is very ambitious and cannot be reached with a single internship or even a PhD. We however propose a number of subtasks to work on, possibly leading to several internships:
- study how to balance robustness and accuracy vs computation time for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) with drones in low-texture areas such as building interiors, adapting previous work in the IMAGINE group concerning still images (on internal calibration, pose estimation, 3D reconstruction...) to video settings,
- study how using semantics in the early stages (from pose estimation to 3D reconstruction) can improve the overall robustness and accuracy of reconstructed building elements, as opposed to pipelines in which semantics only occurs in the final stage.
There are strong chances that these internship topics will be continued with a PhD thesis.

Profile
C++ proficiency, computer vision basics, computational geometry basics. Python is a plus.

References

Contact
Renaud Marlet (renaud.marlet@enpc.fr)
Pascal Monasse (pascal.monasse@enpc.fr)
Alexandre Boulch (alexandre.boulch@onera.fr)

**N° INT17-06**

**Type of Internship**
Research (Master 2nd year)

**Title**
Wide-baseline photogrammetric reconstruction of indoor scenes

**Context**
Multi-view stereovision techniques are now able to reconstruct 3D scenes from images, in general with a fair accuracy and robustness. However, most existing methods are challenged in the context of scenes containing buildings and man-made objects. These scenes often present large uniform regions, such as white walls, that make pixel matching across images difficult and that leave large holes in the reconstructed scene. To obtain a plausible reconstruction in these uniform areas, methods in the literature [1-5] assume that the scene is mostly piecewise planar, with planes that are often vertical and horizontal. While they provide good reconstruction in regions that are observable in several images, a strong limitation of these methods is that they do not provide any reconstruction in hidden regions or region visible in a single image, which often constitute a large part of the scene in scenarios where we have only few images taken from very different viewpoints, to reduce acquisition costs.

**Objectives**
The goal of this internship is to develop a method to reconstruct a watertight piecewise-planar model of indoor scenes from a small set of images taken from very different viewpoints. Using strong scene priors as well as visual consistency information, it will be possible to extend in a plausible manner the reconstructed surface obtained with the state-of-the-art methods [1-5] in regions that are hidden or visible from a single image only. Similarly to [6], this method will be based on the partitioning of the space into convex cells using a plane arrangement. Contributions will be made in the definition of the surface prior and well as in the data consistency term, in particular using the visual information in region visible from a single image to decide how far planar regions need to be prolonged in these regions.

**Profile**
C++ and Matlab or Python programming experience. Basic knowledge in computer vision and computational geometry.

**References**

**Contact**
Renaud Marlet ([renaud.marlet@enpc.fr](mailto:renaud.marlet@enpc.fr)), Pascal Monasse ([pascal.monasse@enpc.fr](mailto:pascal.monasse@enpc.fr)), Alexandre Boulch ([alexandre.boulch@onera.fr](mailto:alexandre.boulch@onera.fr))